**ABSTRACT**

Space industry upstarts are deploying thousands of satellites to offer global Internet service. These plans promise large improvements in coverage and latency, and could fundamentally transform the Internet. But what if this transformation extends beyond network transit into a new type of computing service? What if each satellite, in addition to serving as a network router, also offers cloud-like compute, making the new constellations not just global Internet service providers, but at the same time, a new breed of cloud providers offering “compute where you need it”?

We examine, qualitatively and quantitatively, the opportunities and challenges of such in-orbit computing. Several applications could benefit from it, including content distribution and edge computing; multi-user gaming, co-immersion, and collaborative music; and processing space-native data. Adding computing hardware to a satellite does not seem prohibitive in terms of weight, volume, and space hardening, but the required power draw could be substantial. Another challenge stems from the dynamics of low Earth orbit: a specific satellite is only visible to a ground station for minutes at a time, thus requiring care in managing stateful applications.

Our exploration of these trade-offs suggests that this “outlandish” proposition should not be casually dismissed, and may merit deeper engagement from the research community.
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**1 INTRODUCTION**

“New Space” companies are gearing up to offer global broadband Internet using satellites. At least 3 of these proposals — Starlink [17], Kuiper [34], and Telesat [50] — envision constellations with more than 1,000 satellites each. Starlink’s plans are the most ambitious, with tens of thousands of satellites, and by far the most mature, with them having already deployed more than 400 satellites [15].

Unlike today’s satellite Internet services [30, 53], which operate in geostationary orbit (GEO) at 35,786 km above the Earth’s surface, the proposed constellations will operate in low Earth orbit (LEO), below 2,000 km. This will allow the new networks to offer low latency, with round-trip times between satellites and ground stations potentially in single-digit milliseconds. Further, with their scale, these networks can provide truly global Internet coverage.

This promise of a new breed of global, low-latency, high-bandwidth Internet service providers has generated tremendous interest in both the popular press [14, 25, 43, 52], and among networking researchers [8, 9, 23, 26, 27, 32].

However, we posit that there is a potentially overlooked opportunity here beyond just network service: What if mega-constellations also offer in-orbit compute as a service, much like cloud computing from today’s terrestrial data centers? What if we have thousands of networked satellite-servers, with some of them accessible from anywhere on Earth within milliseconds at almost all times? We explore the ramifications of this thought experiment.

Given that such in-orbit compute would be much more limited and pricier than today’s cloud compute, it should be obvious that this is a terrible idea for most cloud applications. However, we find that several new and interesting use cases might be well-served by such an unusual infrastructure.

In-orbit compute would extend the cloud’s promise of computing **when** you want, to computing **wherever** you want. Current cloud data center maps are relatively sparse, with hardly any sites in many geographies, such as South America, Africa, and large parts of Asia. Even CDN edge locations, that offer more limited services, incur 100+ ms latencies in many places [18, 19, 24, 45]. In contrast, a large LEO constellation can be within a few milliseconds from everywhere on Earth, including locations unsuitable for terrestrial facilities, e.g., due to poor power and support infrastructure, or prohibitive political and legal concerns. In-orbit compute can thus offer ubiquitous “edge computing” capabilities, without the many hurdles in deploying terrestrial infrastructure in many locations. There is clear demand for such anywhere-compute: Amazon’s recently announced Snowcone [4] is targeted explicitly at edge computing in environments without accessible compute. Snowcone is a ruggedized small form-factor server, that provides cloud synchronization by shipping it back and forth. In-orbit compute would alleviate the long delays for such data movement, especially from regions with poor transport connectivity.

The flip-side of LEO constellation ‘omnipresence’ is that a large amount of LEO network infrastructure is largely idle at any given time: with most of Earth’s surface being very sparsely populated,
many satellites are ‘useless’ at any time, and will not even be transit-
ing data most of the time. Making this infrastructure more continu-
ally useful could thus be attractive. One way of doing this is to use it
for computing, particularly in cases where the data computed upon
is space-native, like for remote sensing and aerial imagery. For such
applications, the amount of actually interesting or actionable data is
often a minute fraction of the data gathered, but the volume of data
generated can overwhelm the down-links from satellites [22, 39].
In-orbit processing can help save the limited bandwidth between
satellites and ground stations. The ample satellite-satellite band-
width can also allow collective data processing across satellites.

Perhaps the most interesting use cases arise for multi-party
interactive applications, like games, music collaboration, virtual
reality immersion in the same environment with friends, etc. Such
applications require a “meetup server”, which provides low latency
to all involved clients; in some applications, such as gaming, it may
also be necessary to have this latency be as uniform across clients
as possible. If in-orbit compute is available, a meetup server can be
picked specifically for the set of users involved, guaranteeing the
(nearly) lowest-possible latency for them, with a more consistent
latency experience across users, compared to terrestrial servers.

We flesh out these possibilities in greater detail, quantifying
some of the relevant aspects, where possible. We also ruminate
on the challenges and downsides of in-orbit compute, including
limits on the types of applications that may benefit, and the weight,
power budget, life-cycle, cost, and space-readiness of the computing
hardware used. While these are substantive concerns, thus far,
surprisingly, none of these have seemed entirely prohibitive.

A key technical challenge arises from the high orbital velocity
of satellites: unlike GEO satellites, which appear stationary from
Earth, any ground station sees a particular LEO satellite for only a
few minutes, followed by a hand-off to another satellite. For state-
ful applications, e.g., a multiplayer game, having such ephemeral
satellite-servers is challenging. Presenting applications the needed
persistence requires planning ahead to pick a suitable satellite-
server, and timely state migration to a suitable successor. If this can
be done, large LEO constellations can offer a powerful abstraction:
GEO-like stationarity, simultaneously above all terrestrial loca-
tions, with ~65× lower latency than GEO orbits. We thus explore
the constraints on such state migration, and how suitable servers
and successors may be picked to relax these constraints as much as
possible.

We fully acknowledge how unusual this proposal is: although
there have been computers in space for many decades now, the
idea of in-orbit compute as a service is, very literally, outlandish.
Nevertheless, we found this to be an interesting thought experi-
ment with non-trivial use cases and challenges, and hope that the
community’s engagement with it will either raise killer objections,
or a different and interesting set of applications that we did not
foresee.

2 LEO NETWORK 101

Low Earth orbit satellites operate at an altitude of less than 2,000 km
above the Earth’s surface. Given the altitude, a satellite’s velocity
and orbital period are determined by orbital mechanics. For instance,
for an altitude of 550 km, used by the Starlink satellites SpaceX
has thus far placed in orbit, the satellites travel at 27,306 km/h,
completing each orbit in 95 min 39 sec.

LEO satellites offer an extremely different type of service com-
pared to geostationary satellites. GEO satellites are stationary with
respect to the Earth, and achieving this stationarity requires oper-
ating at 35,786 km altitude. By flying at a lower altitude than GEO
satellites, LEO satellites offer much lower propagation latency —
65× for the 550 km example — but at the cost of losing stationarity.
Another distinction is that the higher altitude of GEO satellites
provides them a larger cone of coverage, with a handful of satellites
sufficient to cover the entirety of the globe. In contrast, LEO satel-
lites necessarily cover much smaller areas, and achieving global
coverage requires the use of many more satellites. The coverage
and velocity characteristics of LEO satellites imply that a ground
station sees a particular LEO satellite only for a few minutes. After
this time, if continuous connectivity is desired, the ground station
must execute a connection hand-off to another LEO satellite that
becomes reachable.

To provide such continuous, low-latency connectivity, several
companies have proposed large LEO constellations comprising
hundreds to tens of thousands of satellites. In particular, SpaceX
Starlink, Amazon Kuiper, and Telesat, are all planning constella-
tions with more than a thousand satellites. SpaceX’s plans are the
most ambitious, with 42,000 planned satellites. SpaceX has already
launched more than 400 satellites, making Starlink the largest-ever
satellite constellation.

Besides a large number of satellites connecting to ground sta-
tions, most of the proposed networks also feature inter-satellite
links (ISLs), such that a connection between two distant ground sta-
tions traverses an uplink, a series of ISLs, and a downlink. The up-
and down-links are planned to be radio, and more limited in band-
width, on the order of 10 Gbps, while for ISLs higher bandwidths
may be achievable [2, 36].

This design approach enables LEO mega-constellations to of-
fer low-latency broadband Internet connectivity. With suitably
designed satellite orbits, an LEO constellation can provide truly
global coverage: from any location on Earth, at all times, one or
more satellites are reachable.

3 IN-ORBIT COMPUTING AS A SERVICE

The premise of our thought experiment is simple: what if instead of
restricting themselves to offering network connectivity, the planned
LEO constellations also offer computing as a service? Thus instead
of being only ISPs, what if these operators also become “in-orbit
computing providers” much like cloud computing providers, but
above the clouds?

We first attempt to make a positive case for the above proposition
by examining which applications may benefit from the unique
characteristics of in-orbit computing.

3.1 CDN and edge computing

Content distribution networks invest heavily in building points of
presence close to users to minimize latency as much as possible.
Nevertheless, the reach of CDNs is limited by several factors: in
some geographies, there is no suitable support and power infras-
tructure for edge sites, or operations are made difficult by political
or jurisdictional issues. As a result, in large parts of the world, CDN
Fig. 1: In-orbit compute is accessible from everywhere at low latency. The dotted lines are maximum latency i.e., to the farthest reachable satellite-server, while the solid lines are minimum latency i.e., to the nearest satellite-server.

Fig. 2: A substantial number of satellite-servers would be reachable from everywhere at all times. The solid lines show the average number across time, with the range over time shown by dotted and dashed lines. The peak at certain latitudes (less pronounced for Kuiper) arises from orbital geometry of the planned constellations.

edge latencies still exceed 100 ms [18, 19, 24, 45]. As prior work has shown, even tens of milliseconds of additional round-trip latency deteriorate Web browsing page load times substantially [11].

Further, for new, upcoming applications like augmented reality, latencies beyond small tens of milliseconds are prohibitive. AR is considered a key component of our future interactions with computing, with a diverse set of envisioned applications, e.g., in education [56], in e-commerce [46], assisting workers by augmenting their environment with helpful information [16], assisting drivers [51], etc. More broadly, many such networked applications that depend on low latency for rich interactivity are being referred to as “Tactile Internet” applications [1, 20, 57]. Many of these applications depend on data fetched or processed from nearby edge computing infrastructure, with tight latency requirements.

In-orbit computing could serve these needs by providing low-latency compute access everywhere on Earth. Fig. 1 shows the round-trip times from ground locations at different latitudes to two planned LEO constellations, Kuiper and Starlink. For Starlink, we only use the Phase I configuration, comprising 4,409 satellites, as details for the rest of the constellation are sparse. For each constellation, we compute the RTT from a ground location every minute over two hours, and use the maximum value across these measurements. We do so for the nearest reachable satellite, as well as the farthest (directly) reachable satellite. The nearest reachable satellite is within ~4 ms at most latitudes for both constellations. Kuiper’s design does not provide service beyond 60° latitude. Starlink’s nearest satellite is within 11 ms RTT across all possible ground locations at all times. Even the farthest directly reachable satellite is within 16 ms RTT. Of course, these numbers are computed accounting for only propagation delays, so true latencies will be somewhat higher.

One satellite may not offer a large amount of available compute, so we quantify how many satellites are reachable from a ground location at any time. As Fig. 2 shows, for Kuiper, 10+ satellite-servers would be reachable from any location for most latitudes Kuiper services. For Starlink, 30+ satellites are reachable from almost all locations at all times; typically more than 40 satellites are reachable. These numbers are similar to what is being envisioned for “cloudlets” or edge computing sites [10, 48]. Note that given the result in Fig. 1 on the latency to the farthest directly reachable satellite, all of these satellites are reachable within a small RTT.

Somewhat surprisingly, if just one server were added to each of its satellites, Starlink, with 40,000 planned satellites at its full scale, would be only 7× smaller than the largest present-day CDN, Akamai [3]. Also given that today’s CDN infrastructure is skewed, with larger clusters near metro areas, in-orbit compute could very well suffice to meet the needs of sparsely populated areas not covered by CDNs.

Thus, in-orbit computing over large LEO constellations could bring substantial edge computing capabilities to any location on the planet, allowing low-latency access to these resources. This can help truly bridge the digital divide: to ensure that remote or under-served areas are not left out of the next computing revolution, access to proximal compute is as essential as access to networking.

3.2 Multi-user interaction

A variety of applications involve multiple users participating in an interactive activity, such as online gaming, collaboratively playing music, learning in a shared online classroom, or more broadly,
immersion in the same virtual environment. In these applications, often the multi-user group’s experience is contingent on every participant receiving low latency connectivity to the server hosting the application, which we shall refer to as the “meetup server”. For some applications, like gaming, it is also important that latency differences across users are small, so that each user’s experience is somewhat consistent, and in competitive settings, no user has a significant disadvantage compared to others.

Today, these problems are side-stepped by restrictions on which users can participate together, e.g., by matchmaking in online games, which typically accounts for player latencies to the game server. This is, of course, limiting, as it prevents certain sets of users from participating with their friends. With in-orbit computing, this limitation can be overcome: for a large LEO constellation, there is always a satellite that provides nearly the minimum-possible latency for the user group as a whole, instead of being limited by the location of the terrestrial game servers.

Consider the example shown in Fig. 3. Microsoft Azure, which claims to have “more global regions than any other cloud provider” [5] has two data center regions in Africa. Three users in West Africa need a meetup server for an interactive application. The nearest Azure data center that could host the meetup server is 9,200 km round-trip from the farthest of these three users, and her latency to this server will determine their experience. Even using the Starlink LEO constellation to connect the users to this terrestrial meetup server, we find that the RTT would be as high as 46 ms. On the other hand, the RTT to a meetup server hosted using in-orbit compute on the same constellation would be 16 ms, an almost 3x reduction. For applications like augmented and virtual reality, much smaller differences would suffice to make the terrestrial server entirely unworkable, while the in-orbit server would provide high quality of experience. Note that in line with Starlink’s model [47], we assume that user terminals can communicate directly via satellites without any gateway intervention.

This use case is most relevant to two types of user-groups: ones where most of the users in the group are relatively far from a data center (like in the above example, but broadly in Africa, South America, and large parts of Asia), and ones where each user themselves may be near a data center, but there is no one data center location that provides low latency for all users, such as for a user group partitioned across the Americas and Eurasia. A particularly illustrative example of the latter type is seen on the Kuiper constellation’s first phase planned deployment, where for users in 3 locations that each have an Azure data center — South Central US, Brazil South, and Australia East — the best terrestrial meetup server incurs 97 ms, while an in-orbit server can achieve 66 ms latency. This lower latency can improve quality of experience for gamers [7, 42]. For other applications, e.g., ones needing real-time haptic feedback [1, 57], the upper bound on acceptable latency may be smaller still; this will limit the physical separation of users of such applications for any deployment, but a lower latency architecture allows greater separation between users, and thus expands the communities served by such applications.

3.3 Processing space-native data

In-orbit computing resources would necessarily be much more limited in quantity and more expensive than terrestrial cloud resources
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Fig. 4: At any time, a large fraction of satellites are not directly reachable from any population center, and thus “invisible” to nearly all ground observers. The y-tics also mark the total number of satellites in the two constellations.
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Fig. 5: “Invisible” Starlink satellites: the 1000 largest population centers are shown as small (black) dots, and the invisible satellites as larger (red) circles. Other satellites are not shown.

($) Moving data from terrestrial sources to satellites for computing would also be costly. Thus, for most cloud applications, in-orbit compute would be unattractive.

However, many applications generate their data in space, e.g., Earth imagery, weather observations, and remote sensing. Data analytics on “Big Earth Observation Data” [12, 13, 35, 55] is seen as a lucrative and expanding market [41], so much so, that Amazon recently launched its “AWS Ground Station” service targeting this segment. At least one of the LEO networks planned, Starlink, has hinted that its satellites may additionally produce such sensing data [40]. Would processing this data at satellite-servers, in line with the “near-data processing” paradigm [6], be fruitful?

Satellites performing imagery and sensing are capable of multi-Gbps data production, but their sensing time is limited by data transmission capacity to ground stations [21, 22]. Thus, pre-processing this data using in-orbit compute could increase sensing time, and

1While the planned networks may provide on the order of 10 Gbps up/down links, given their primary objective of providing network connectivity, using a substantial fraction of this bandwidth for sensing data may require compromising one or the other function.
decrease the bandwidth cost of downloading this data and further processing it terrestrially.

A constellation with several thousand satellites could potentially perform such data processing in-orbit. The inter-satellite bandwidth is likely to be less constrained [2, 36, 37], and would allow satellites to process data cooperatively. Unlike terrestrial data centers, where latencies between servers are a few microseconds, satellite-satellite communication will incur milliseconds, but this should still be sufficient for bulk processing on the large volumes of data involved.

Another benefit of using satellites for such compute is that it allows better use of LEO infrastructure. At any time, a large fraction of a network-only constellation’s resources are above areas where they do not provide useful connectivity. Opportunistic in-orbit data processing can help the operator extract useful work from this infrastructure continuously.

To illustrate the issue of low-connectivity-utility satellites, we computed the number of satellites in LEO networks that are not within reach of population centers. For this purpose, we use a snapshot of each of the Kuiper and Starlink constellations, and count the satellites that are not directly within reach from any of the largest n cities by population. Fig. 4 shows the results for n ∈ {100, 200, . . . , 1000}. Even with ground stations at 1000 cities, more than a third of Starlink’s and more than a half of Kuiper’s satellites are “invisible” in this manner at any time. Fig. 5 shows these invisible satellites for Starlink — while some of these satellites will provide valuable connectivity using inter-satellite links, such as for transatlantic routes, the vast majority of invisible satellites are the ones South of most of the World’s population, and won’t have much utility for networking. (Of course, minutes later, these satellites do provide useful connectivity.)

4 FEASIBILITY OF IN-ORBIT COMPUTE

Space is an unusual computing environment, both in terms of establishing computing resources there, and operating and maintaining them. We thus discuss several related aspects.

Weight and volume: We compute a commodity server’s weight and volume relative to that of a Starlink satellite. We use a high-end server, the HPE ProLiant DL325 Gen10 [28]: 64 cores that clock 2.4-3.35 GHz, up to 2 TB memory, and 15.6 kg weight. Compared to the latest Starlink satellites launched, the weight is 6% of a satellite’s weight, and the volume is 1%. These are significant costs, but not prohibitive.

Radiation hardening: The HPE Spaceborne Computer [29] aboard the International Space Station (ISS; 408 km) is commodity hardware without any specialized hardware frame. Instead, it uses software hardening. Thus, in LEO, especially for orbits below the inner Van Allen radiation belt (outwards from 643 km), it is likely that commodity hardware is sufficient, although this is not yet a fully settled question.

Power: Based on rough estimates of a Starlink satellite’s solar array size and solar efficiency numbers for the ISS, the average solar power output available is estimated to be around 1.5 kW [49]. (Satellites use batteries for continuous operation, given that substantial orbital time is spent in the Earth’s shadow.) The HPE server operating at 225 W (350 W) would consume 15%, (23%) of this power. This is quite large, but if necessary, lower wattage servers could be used, or a larger solar array and battery could be built-in to support this additional power requirement. This would, however, come at the cost of additional payload weight and volume.

It is also unclear how the addition of compute skews power usage over time, e.g., due to spikes in communication demands coinciding with spikes in compute demands. If a satellite’s power use fluctuates more due to this, it may create additional challenges in power management beyond the average output over time.

Another related problem is the increased heat generation. Heat is harder to dissipate without an atmosphere, so additional radiators, or thermoelectric harvesters [54] may be necessary. However, as noted above, such additional components will increase the mass per satellite, and hence may result in fewer satellites per launch.

Life-cycle: Starlink satellites will have a life of ~5 years [44]. This is a bit longer than the typical data center server life of 3 years [33]. Of course, if a satellite-server malfunctions before its expected life, unlike in a data center, it would not be replaced immediately. However, operators continually replenish their satellite fleet, and maintain backup satellites per orbit. Thus, even with a substantial fraction of servers failing, a large LEO constellation could continue to provide valuable in-orbit computing resources.

Cost: The relative cost of adding compute to a satellite is already accounted for in terms of weight and volume, as the server is much cheaper than the cost of launching its weight. But in absolute terms, how does in-orbit compute compare to terrestrial compute in terms of cost? Based on the per-kilogram launch cost for the Falcon 9 rockets used for Starlink launches [31], and the 15.6 kg server weight, the cost of launching the server is ~42,000 USD. The server total cost of ownership for a data center is estimated to be roughly 5,000 USD per year [33]. If we assume the satellite-server is also used for only 3 years instead of 5, then over 3 years, a coarse estimate for a satellite-server would be roughly 3x as expensive as a data center server. This low figure may be a bit deceiving: many of the data center costs are incurred for the scale (physical sites, power infrastructure, IT and support staff, etc.) but the benefits of scale are not priced here.

Summary: While there are surely other factors that would need careful accounting for a more precise feasibility study, our analysis is cautiously encouraging. A server’s power-draw could be a substantial burden, and the cost of compute is several times that of terrestrial facilities. Nonetheless, if operators and customers perceive enough value in the use cases, these barriers may not be insurmountable.

5 VIRTUAL STATIONARITY

While applications like in-orbit data processing (§3.3) can be opportunistically used on satellite-servers, for some of the use cases for in-orbit compute, such as multi-user interactivity (§3.2), the dynamic behavior of LEO constellations poses a challenge: a particular meetup-server is only reachable by clients for a few minutes, after which a hand-off is needed to a different satellite. This hand-off is different from cellular or WiFi hand-off due to the additional mobility of the network infrastructure — highly dynamic yet predictable. For applications that need to persist state over a specific geography, like for games and co-immersion involving a particular set of users,
We find that Sticky results in slightly higher latency for the user-offs: the median time between hand-offs is 164 sec for Sticky, i.e., 4× longer than for MinMax. Further, as Fig. 7 shows, the latency incurred in migrating state to the successor server is similar and low for both approaches, with Sticky providing an advantage in the tail. Thus even simple heuristics can help decrease the satellite-churn applications see.

We acknowledge that state migration after every few minutes is still a substantial overhead. However, the high inter-satellite bandwidth could accommodate this. From the application perspective, it may be beneficial to separate session-specific state from generic application state, e.g., the player and game state versus the virtual world of a game, and perform live migration only for the session-specific state, while generic state is replicated even further ahead.

6 DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

The premise of in-orbit computing as a service may certainly seem outlandish. Our goal is not to push a strongly affirmative case for it; we only suggest that it might be worth not dismissing casually, as it has unusual and interesting properties that some applications may benefit from.

In-orbit computing could offer low-latency access to compute from anywhere on Earth, and enable a new abstraction: GEO-like stationarity without the GEO latency penalty. These properties open up potentially new use cases, including for edge computing, meetup servers for multi-user interaction, and opportunistic data analytics for space-native data.

However, in-orbit compute would be many times more expensive than terrestrial data center compute, and would only be useful in settings where the latter is limited due to either access latency, or bottlenecks in downloading satellite-generated data. Terrestrial infrastructure could potentially also expand to address the latency issue. For instance, an ambitious effort is currently exploring the use of off-shore container-based data centers [38]; coincidentally, a key barrier for such data centers is also power provisioning.

The types of applications that could benefit from in-orbit LEO compute are also limited on another front: for some settings where terrestrial data center infrastructure is limiting, GEO satellites are perfectly acceptable, because latency is not an issue. One such example is video broadcast, a common application of GEO satellites. The types of applications that could benefit from in-orbit compute are also limited on another front: for some settings where terrestrial data center infrastructure is limiting, GEO satellites are perfectly acceptable, because latency is not an issue. One such example is video broadcast, a common application of GEO satellites. It is unlikely that serving video through LEO satellites would be worthwhile.

Our analysis of the issues of weight, volume, space hardening, and life-cycle, indicates that these are not prohibitive problems. Power is perhaps the biggest impediment, and it is unclear if the ∼20% overhead from a beefy server would be acceptable, given the substantial modifications it could require to a satellite’s power provisioning.

Weather, which we did not analyze yet, also poses limitations on availability: LEO network interruptions due to weather attenuation on the ground-satellite links would make in-orbit compute temporarily unavailable from the affected locations.

Lastly, while we attempted to inform ourselves broadly of the challenges and downsides, there may be “unknown unknowns” that could potentially make in-orbit compute entirely infeasible. We hope that our readers will either raise such objections, or suggest use cases that we did not foresee.
